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Chapter 7

Echoes created by similar acoustic mismatches at interfaces deeper in the body
return to the transducer with weaker amplitude than those closer because of the
process of attenuation. To compensate for this attenuation of ultrasound energies,
echoes must be selectively amplified so that reflections of equal amplitude will be
displayed with equal brightness on the screen. The electronic process of adjusting for
this disparity is called TIME GAIN COMPENSATION (TGC) or DEPTH GAIN
COMPENSATION (DGC). TGC may set by the operator using a variety of controls.

On contemporary sonographic imaging systems, gain is controlled by two
parameters: overall gain and depth-selective amplification. The overall gain control is
similar to the volume control on a stereo system in that it increases or decreases the
amplitude of all RF signals reaching the receiver. The proportionality of the strengths
of the signals is maintained. Depth-selective amplification allows the operator to
selectively increase or decrease the amplitude of signals produced by reflectors
deeper in the body, usually by adjusting the position of several movable knobs called
slide potentiometers. These devices control the amplitude of echoes at depths
corresponding to the location of the knob on the control panel.
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Gain potentiometers selectively increase or decrease gain at
levels corresponding to given depths within the image.

Gain Compensation

Scanner Controls
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Gain controls on older imaging systems required that the operator adjust a gain
curve that represents, in a graphic format, the logarithmic attenuation process that
occurs in soft tissue. The various components of a gain curve are described below
and relate to the accompanying schematic.

NEAR GAIN, also known as INITIAL GAIN, represents the amount of gain applied to
echoes closest to the transducer. Since these echoes are usually high amplitude,
little gain is required to amplify them.

DELAY control regulates the time (depth) at which the gain compensation begins.

SLOPE determines the rate of gain increase as a function of attenuation (dB/cm). As
attenuation varies directly with transducer frequency and with the attenuation
coefficient in tissues, the slope is set as a function of these factors. For example,
with higher frequency transducers, the slope should be increased to compensate for
increased attenuation.

KNEE is the point on the graphic display that represents the depth at which
maximum amplification begins.

FAR GAIN represents the maximum amplification level that is applied to the most
distant reflectors.

REJECT allows the operator to eliminate smaller noise signals and unimportant
echoes from the image.
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Just as transducers have a frequency bandwidth, so do receivers. The frequency
bandwidth of a receiver refers to the range of ultrasound frequencies that the receiver
can amplify with maximum and minimum gain. The gain sensitivity of the receiver
may not be the same at all frequencies. To accommodate different frequency
transducers, it used to be necessary on some imaging systems to select the
appropriate setting to tune the receiver properly. Today, when switching and tuning
needs to be done, it is usually done automatically when initializing a newly selected
probe.
     By selectively “listening” for specific frequencies, the receiver can also contribute 
to enhanced image quality. For example if a 3.5MHz resonant frequency transducer
has a bandwidth of 2.5MHz to 4.5MHz, the receiver may be tuned to listen for
4.5MHz frequency echoes returning from the near field (shorter transit time) and
2.5MHz echoes returning from the far field (longer transit time). By using the
optimum frequency for varying depths within the body, image quality will be optimized
throughout the depth of field. The exact range, or bandwidth, used varies with probe
design and configuration.

While gain controls the amplitude of the echoes returning to the transducer, output
power actually controls the strength, or amplitude, of the pulses leaving the
transducer. Increasing or decreasing the voltage of the electrical pulse that rings
each crystal can, to some extent, control the strength of the ultrasound beam.
Technically then, the magnitude of the piezoelectric crystal vibration is directly
proportional to the pulser voltage. It is similar to striking a bell; strike the bell harder,
it rings louder. Unlike radiography, in which kilovoltage peak (kVP) is a primary
method of controlling beam penetrability, output power is infrequently used to
enhance echo intensity on the screen. Virtually always, gain controls are utilized to
optimize the overall echo density on the sonographic images. Output power,
however, may be useful in strengthening the beam when imaging difficult-to-
penetrate patients or individual parenchymal organs (i.e., obese patients, cirrhotic
livers). Other terms used to describe output power include output gain, acoustic
power, energy output, and transmitter output.

The acoustic output of an ultrasound imaging system is important when con-
sidering exposure rates and bioeffects. While it's not a consideration that frequently
enters into the day-to-day clinical practice of most sonographers, it is a major
concern for ultrasound manufacturers. If an ultrasound device emits a beam whose
intensity exceeds output limitations imposed by the FDA, it creates production and
marketing problems for the manufacturer. To measure the acoustic output of an
ultrasound device, engineers can use a variety of techniques. The simplest method
is to use a device called a hydrophone. Simply, these are transducer devices that
convert the ultrasound energies received from a particular beam into an oscilloscope
display that can be analyzed and quantitated. Frequency, pulse repetition period,
duty factor and intensity can be calculated from these displays.

Frequency Tuning of Receiver

Output Power
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Image Processing Techniques

In addition to gain and output power controls, there are a variety of controls that
permit adjusting the appearance of the image. Changes or adjustment of the image
can occur before the scan data is stored in the computer memory (pre-processing)
or after it has been stored (post-processing). Before discussing each of these
processing options, it is important to review the nature of the data that is used in
creating a sonographic image.

All ultrasound images are two-dimensional displays of brightness-modulated
echoes. The video monitor displays thousands of dots (pixels), each representing a
single echo received from somewhere within the body. If the returning echo was of
strong amplitude, it is displayed as brighter than if it was of faint amplitude. This is
the fundamental principle of B-mode imaging. So far the assumption has been that
pixel brightness is directly proportional, or linearly related to, the amplitude. While
that may be the case many times, the exact relationship of brightness display and
echo amplitude can be altered to improve overall image appearance. To understand
these possible alterations of brightness assignment to echo amplitudes, it is
necessary to define dynamic range, which is the total range of amplitudes that can
be displayed.

DYNAMIC RANGE
Generically, dynamic range is a term that applies to a variety of electronic system

characteristics. Like many technological terms, it can be applied broadly to many
devices that process electronic or digital signals such as ultrasound imaging systems,
stereo speakers, concert hall acoustics, or CRT characteristics. Simply, dynamic
range is a measure of the range of amplitudes present. In sonographic imaging
systems, this range of amplitudes may be those present at the transducer face; at the
amplifier; as the digitized bits are entering the scan converter; after they're stored in
the scan converter; or as they're being displayed on the video display screen. The
range of amplitudes present is called dynamic range. Image processing can take
place at any of these electronic sites.

Pre-processing refers to the manipulation of the scan data before it is stored in
computer memory (scan converter). Any manipulation of this data can be called pre-
processing. Examples of pre-processing functions are TGC, selective enhancement,
log compression, edge enhancement and write zoom. In many systems, the relative
amplitudes of the echoes can be changed so that alternative shades of gray are used
in the display. Adjusting the pre-processing grayscale assignment makes the image
look more or less contrasty.

Pre-Processing
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LOG COMPRESSION
In general, the digitized signal is stored in the computer memory in one of 256

values. Each value represents an echo amplitude. Sometimes, 256 values produce
a noisy, or fuzzy, image. Using a logarithmic transformation of the signal levels,
certain values can be eliminated. This results in a cleaner image and is ideally suited
for eliminating low-level noise or fill-in cystic structures. Log compression reduces
the dynamic range of the displayed image, that is, fewer shades of gray are
displayed.

EDGE ENHANCEMENT
Ultrasound is ideally suited to detect interfaces or boundaries between one

structure and another. Edge enhancement is a filtering technique that can be applied
to further emphasize a change in signal level across an interface. The filtering
process uses a sequence of weighing factors that are applied to the original values.
The amount of edge enhancement can be modified by changing the magnitude of the
weighing factors used in the filtering process.

FILL-IN INTERPOLATION
In normal real-time imaging, each area scanned is probed by a series of

ultrasound pulses directed along various lines of sight. When these lines of sight are
superimposed on the image matrix, several pixels will not contain data, indicating that
these areas have not been adequately sampled by the ultrasound beam (a geometric
oversight, so to speak). If these blank pixels were displayed as blank areas on the
screen, a disconcerting checkerboard image would result. To avoid this problem,
signals from the pixels of nearby lines of sight are averaged to generate a fill-in value
for the blank pixel. A value for the blank pixel is thus inferred by interpolating values
from the surrounding region.

In contemporary sonographic imaging systems, the scanned area displayed on
the screen is the result of the accumulation of information from pulses obtained from
various lines of sight. Most systems have 128 - 250 lines of sight that correspond to
the number of crystal elements present in the transducer. In particular types of
probes, such as phased sectors/vectors, there are blank pixels in the far field where
echo data is lost. This is a result of pulse repetition frequency, etc.

IMAGE UPDATING
Because the ultrasound beam is swept repeatedly through the patient, new

information is becoming available constantly. When there is a delay imposed, the
data is displayed immediately as it is received at the scan converter. This constitutes
true real time imaging. Unfortunately, this makes for a grainy image. Manufacturers
use several algorithms (computer instructions) to alter the rate at which new data is
displayed. By holding on to the first set of data (one complete frame) for a
microsecond or two and superimposing it on the second set of data (the next
complete frame), the image appears smoother. There are other methods by which
this smoothing can be accomplished.
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READ ZOOM (old method)
Read zoom is a display magnification technique that is applied to the scan data

after collection. It is performed on a “frozen” image.  The pixels that compose the 
image are shown in a larger format on the monitor. That is, the portion of the monitor
screen associated with each pixel is enlarged. The number of pixels throughout the
scanned area remains constant. Read zoom can be likened to applying a magnifying
glass to the scan converter matrix. While it enlarges each pixel, it does not permit
the acquisition and display of additional echoes. The "zoomed" image usually
appears fuzzier or unfocused compared to a write zoom image.

WRITE ZOOM (modern method)
Write zoom (also called regional expansion) is applied during data collection. The

operator designates a region in the image to be magnified, usually with a cursor box.
The echo signals received from within this expanded region are placed in pixels to
generate the image matrix. However, because the physical dimensions of the
expanded region are much smaller that the original field of view, more pixels are now
available to represent the signal amplitudes within the expanded region. This may
result in an increase in spatial resolution. Write zoom is used by most manufacturers
because it actually increases the amount of information displayed by increasing the
number of pixels available.

Post-processing operations enable the sonographer to manipulate the image data
after it has been stored in the scan converter but before it is displayed on the video
display screen. The digitization of echo information permits a wide range of
enhancement functions to be performed. Image data stored in the memory (scan
converter) are converted back to analog signals and sent to a video monitor for
display. This is accomplished by transferring the image data to an output buffer,
which is read in a raster (TV) fashion.

GRAYSCALE ASSIGNMENT
The most commonly used post-processing technique involves the reassignment of

gray shades to the amplitude of particular echoes. For example, by changing this
function, pixels with similar values over a narrow range can be displayed with
different brightness levels, thus allowing them to be distinguished from one another
on the display. As stated earlier, the initial assignment curve is usually a linear one.
Brightness is DIRECTLY proportional to amplitude. By compressing or expanding
the number of gray shades representing a given range of echoes, we can draw out
additional information from the amplitude information obtained.

Clinical applications of post-processing techniques are most often encountered in
cases where there are subtle echo amplitude differences between adjacent tissues.
In the liver, for example, some hepatomas and metastatic lesions are very similar in

Post-Processing
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texture and amplitude to adjacent normal hepatic parenchyma. Using a post-
processing curve that expands the grayscale assignment over tissues with mid-level
amplitude will enhance the difference and allow a diagnosis to be made.

THRESHOLDING
Thresholding is a technique whereby values less than or greater than a reference

value are not displayed. For example, if a receiver "receives" an echo whose
amplitude is less than 6 dB, it is eliminated and not displayed. This allows weak
signals to be acquired and then manipulated for display purposes. It also allows
certain signals such as noise to be eliminated from the display.

BLACK AND WHITE INVERSION
Black and white inversion is a display manipulation technique that reverses white

and black in the exhibited image. The brightness levels on the grayscale map are
inverted to extend from white at the low-signal amplitude to black at the high-signal
amplitude. A pixel value of 240, which is normally displayed as near white, is
depicted as near black on the inverted image.

FREEZE-FRAME
The freeze-frame option allows the sonographer to select an image of interest for

prolonged viewing. A single frame is held in the output buffer and updating of the
output buffer is discontinued while the freeze-frame option is activated. The output
buffer is repeatedly read in a raster fashion, which allows the monitor to be constantly
refreshed with the same information. The frame rate for the display is 30 frames per
second, but because the same frame is shown over and over again, the image
appears unchanged to the observer.
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Exercises

1. List the five main functions of a receiver and give a short definition of each one.

2. Define the following:
A mode
B mode
M mode
Gray scale

3. What is the primary function of a digital scan converter?

4. Describe the differences between analog and digital electronic systems.

5. In a 6-bit memory scan converter, how many shades of gray can be displayed?

1. Explain the differences between overall gain compensation and depth gain
compensation.

2. Define dynamic range.

3. What is log compression and how can adjusting it help improve an ultrasound
image?

4. Define the post-processing technique of grayscale assignment.

5. Explain the differences between pre-processing and post-processing.

6. Imaging System Components

7. Scanner Controls


